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  Museum Star Party Guest, talking w th Karen Massey and Neil Wallace right after seeing Saturn for the 
first time (at setup, 19 May 2006

May Star Party at the Museum was held under mostly c oudy skies, but some brave souls set 
up scopes anyway, and some others came to see what was in the eyepieces.  The primary 

ght were Saturn and Venus w th the Moon.  Venus was w th n 2 of the Crescent 
Moon, and the r proximity in the sky did provide a wow-factor to guests as they grasped that 
they were looking over the Moon’s “shoulder” to see a planet rough y the size of the Earth. By 
the end of the evening, when the sky was totally socked in, about seventy-five guests had come 

Club members who supported the event were, Miche  Martinez, Trista Oppermann, Neil 
Wallace, Patrick McMahon, Jim Walsh, Danny Arthur, Matt Reed, Allan Marsh, and Dean 
Crabtree. 

Farther South, at the Lake Whitney Star Party, Russ Boatwr ght, Doug Brown, and Dave T
joined up w th other volunteers from the Texas Astronomical Soc ety (TAS) and the 3 Rivers 
Foundation (3RF) to support that event.  See this month’s Stargazers’ Diary article, page 6 , for 
more information on their evening. 

Several members attended this year’s Texas Star 
Party (TSP), and had a great time w th the speakers’ 
programs and conversation. The observ was 
washed out on al  but a few nights due to cloud 
cover and ra n.  we see a motley crew
astronomers FWAS 3RF.
Lenord Stage, Michele Martinez, Chris Norman, 
Linda Krouse, Jay Ballauer, and Louise Greve)  
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New Moon 
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First Quarter 

Full Moon 

Sky Charts 
Sky & Telescope 

http://tinyurl.com/5np8n 

Heavens Above 
http://tinyurl.com/64vd

Sky Maps 
http://www.skymaps.com

ISS Transits 
http: tinyurl.com/y8zk5c 

May had 21 days of rain 

At the Museum: 

Star Wars exhibit 
begins and runs 

through the summer 
www.fwmsh.org 

Either Do, or Do Not; but do not try

The Moon Points the Way  Jupiter is 6° North of the Moon.  On the 12th 
Uranus s 1.3° and Mars is 3° South of the Moon.  On the 17 Mercury is 3° South 
of the Moon. On the 19  Venus is 1.7° South of the Moon.  On the 22

Meteor Showers – The class II June Lyrids peak on the 16 the Moon will be 1 day 
Later on the 27  the Class III June Bootids will peak three days before the 

For more information, go to http://amsmeteors.org/showers.html 
Jupiter’s moons in 1-2-3-4

Civil Twilight / 1 disappears 
03:56 to 0554 CDT           1 departs 2 / Civil Twilight 

 - 22:02 to June 17  @ 03:02 CDT         2 departs 3 / 1 disappears 

The June meeting is in the “normal” lecture hall at UNT Health Science 
Center, off of Montgomery, at 3500 Camp Bow During the 
business portion will be the election of club officers

Jupiter Double Shadow Transit on June 9  @ 4:18am. 

The Saturday nearest the Last Quarter Moon is also “Visitor Night” at the club’s 
dark sky site.  This s on the Field Trip Night, and new members are especially 
encouraged to attend.  Check the e-group for details. 

will be speaking at TAS on June 22  Check the e-group archives. 

Mercury at 
greatest 

elongation 
(evening) 

Paris Hilton goes to ail. 

Jupiter at 
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Venus at 
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 e-group) 
New Moon 
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 it," said Squyres. 

Signs You Might be 
Obsessing about this 

Astronomy Thing 

Your spouse checks the 
Clear Sky Clock to see what 

kind of mood you’re in. 

The Orion catalog gets read 
before the Victoria’s Secret 

Your favorite author is Wil 

You have paper models of 
the Mars Athena Class 

rovers doing “BattleBots” 
th your Mars Vik ng rovers 

on the corner of your desk. 

Your family cars are a Ford 
Galaxy, a Chevy Nova, a 

Saturn, and a Subaru. 

Your nickname is now 
Popeye. 

NASA TV plays in the 
background on your 

computer at work, and no 
one comments about it 

anymore. 

Family portraits include your 
telescope collection. 

Your dog’s name is Newton; 
your cat’s name is Galileo; 
and your son? His name is 

Not only did you join an 
astronomy club, you 

became its leader (and 
actually enjoy it). 

Serendipity 

useful discoveries by 

Organized Observing and Outreach Opportunities 
(weather permitting) — (FWAS club contacts are listed in parentheses) 

June 9 FWAS Field Trip to Dark Sky Site — This “Last Quarter Moon” Saturday is a so 
the club site’s Visitor Night.  Watch the e-group for details. (John Dowe
June 9  — Lake Whitney State Park — There is We have two 16"dob's, one 12.5 wheelchair 
accessible scope, one 10" dob and one 8" dob at Lake Wh tney State Park. We have one 14.5” 
scope at Lake Bob Sand Alternate date is the 16 (Thomas Williamson
June 12  FWAS Outreach — The club has been asked to support a Boy Scout “Evening 
Hike and Stargazing” program In Southlake.   The date and location are tentative, so watch the 
e-group for details.  
June 16 3 Rivers Foundation — At the Comanche Springs campus.  More info at 
www.3rf.org (Russ Boatwright & Doug Brown
June 16 Ray Roberts Lake State Park / Isle du Bois Unit Stargazing Party — Spend 
a few minutes or hours view ng the heavens and talking w th volunteer John Olson. Bring your 
own telescope or gaze through John's 10 and 12-inch GIS motor driven telescopes. Meet at 
DORBA trailhead and use boat launch park ng in the day use area. 7-11 p.m. (940) 686-2148. 
June 19  — FWAS Star Party at the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History 
usually set up in or near the NW corner of the north parking lot at 1501 Montgomery Street. 
Watch the e-group for details.  (Michele Martinez) 

Rover Finds Surprising Evidence for Mars' Watery 
By SPACE.com Staff 

The strongest evidence yet that ancient Mars was much wetter 
than it is now has been unearthed by NASA's Spirit rover. 
patch of Martian soi  kicked up and analyzed by Spirit appears 
to be rich which suggests it would have requ red 
water to produce.   
Chemical analysis performed by the rover's robotic arm-
mounted science instruments measured a composition
about 90 percent pure silica -- a materia  commonly found
quartz on Earth -- for the bit of Martian dirt, said mission scientists, who first heard of the find 
during a teleconference.  "You could hear people gasp in astonishment," said Steve Squyres, 
principal investigator for NASA's twin Spirit and Opportunity rovers at Cornell University
Ithaca, New York. "This is a remarkable discovery." 
This discovery came about unexpectedly as the result of a mechanica  failure.  Both Spirit and 
its tw n rover Opportun ty completed their original three-month m ssions in April 2004, and are 
aging. One of Spirit's six wheels no longer rotates, gouging a deep impression as it drags 
through soil. That scraping has exposed several patches of bright soil, leading to some of 
Spirit's biggest discoveries in ts Gusev Crater exp oration site, including the most recent find. 
Spirit had previously found other indicators of long-ago water at the site, such as patches of 
water-bearing, sulfur-rich soil, alteration of minera dence of explosive volcanism. 
One possible origin for the sil ca may have been interaction of soil w th acid vapors produced by 
volcanic activity in the presence of water, though the material cou d also have formed in water 
in a hot spr ng environment, NASA said in a statement. The latest discovery adds compelling 
new evidence for ancient conditions that might have been favorab fe, the space agency 
added. 
Researchers informally dubbed the new y exposed patch of soil "Gertrude Weise," after a player 
in the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League. 
"We've looked at dozens of disturbed soil targets in the rover tracks, and this is the first one that 
shows a high silica s gnature," said Steve Ruff, of Arizona State Univers ty in Tempe, who first 
proposed using Spirit's thermal emission spectrometer to study the overturned soil's minera
composition last month. 
The silica readings in the overturned soi prompted mission managers to drive Spirit close 
enough to touch the soil w th the rover's a pha partic e X-ray spectrometer. Silica commonly 
occurs on Earth as the mineral quartz, and is the main component of w ndow glass, NASA said. 
The Martian s ca at the Gertrude Weise patch is non-crystalline, w e quartz, the 
agency added. 
Spirit worked w thin about 50 yards of the Gertrude Weise area for more than 18 months before 
the discovery was made.  "This is a target-rich environment, and it is a good thing we d dn't go 
hurrying through
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Observing Awards 

Doug Brown 
Messier C
Lunar Club 

Bruce Campbell 
 Lunar Club 

Doug Brown
received
Club and Lunar Club awards 
in the May meeting.  Bruce 
Campbell (below) received 

Club award last 
fall, but the editor misplaced 

Messier Club 
th Messier’s own 

colophon (signet mark); and 
the Lunar Club pin is a high 

caricature 

Colophon:  “A less frequent use 
of the term is for a pr nter's mark 
or logotype. Th  originated in 
Renaissance printing shops, 
where a t tle page would feature 

printer's mark (colophon
near the bottom page, 
usually above the printer's name 
and city.” 

-- excerpted from W ped
http://tinyurl.com/32yeb3 

Meteors!  With Dr. K! 
Here are graphs for June’s 
upcoming meteor showers 
that show the altitude of the 
radiant and the Moon, if any, 
for the 36 hours centered on 
the pred cted shower peak. 
The visibility 
Nautical Twilight (Sun at -12 
degrees altitude). Points are 

every hour that the 
radiant and/or Moon is visible. 

radiant the 
center of the graph it means 
the peak occurs when
radiant is visib e to us here in 

Try and get to the 
 sky during 

these periods of increased 
activity.  The darker 

conditions  allow you to 
see many more shooting stars 
then the light polluted city.   

The graphs are centered on 
peak doesn’t 

the only time 
meteors can be seen.  The 
activity periods these 
showers are, in most cases, 
quite long and if the peak is 
hampered by a nearly Full or 
Full Moon, the week before or 
after the peak should make 

for better view ng of the meteor shower. 

Mercury Spotting   Mercury w ll be at greatest Eastern elongation (even ng sky) on Jun 
2nd. This is a very favorable elongation for us as it puts Mercury about 15 degrees above the 
horizon at Civi  twilight (Sun 6 degrees below the horizon). 

Get your young children out to see the elusive planet that w ll make an extra "star" in the Castor 
side of Gemini on the 2nd. If your chi d spots Mercury and you w sh to see the r name in the 
Prime Focus as a "Mercury Spotter", send their name to Ed Kotapish or Dean Crabtree. Older 
"children" can also submit the

John Dowell gave a presentation on d tal setting circles and the 
software for them to interact w th a laptop.  Here are some web sources for free downloadable 

software.  

http://www.amsky.com/atm/accessories/mouse 

http://www.stellarium.com/ 

http://www.asynx-planetarium.com/ 

Toys for Tykes:  
globes just show you our world, the Starship Earth Globe ($450) goes 
beyond that to let you explore the universe around  The acry
transparent outer sphere has a 16" diameter, and d splays all 88 

ations th more than 1,100 naked-eye stars, while an nner 
horizon r ng he ps you v sualize the sky anywhere on the planet. It makes 
a great compliment to a new telescope, or simply something awesome to 
have in your office.”  From http://www.uncrate.com 
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Ancient Skies 

Who's That Girl? 

Here's who it could be: 
Demeter 
Proserpine 
Dike 
dea 
Tyche 
Athena 
Diana 
Cybele 
Urania 
Astraeus 
Eos 

she represents. 

If you're new to astronomy, this is one 
You-Will-Learn. You'll be 

heart of what's called the Local Supercluster. 
Home for us in this larger group's suburbs. 

Homework questions. 
Virgo? 

� 

Harry Bearman 
Mythologist, MSB, and 

Optics Cleaner 

Take your pick. There's really no hint of who she was, but she's been 
around for a long time, confusing men as to show she is.  One of the  
oldest writers, Hyginus in around 30BC, lists five choices as to whom 

So she comes to us today, as a Woman of Mystery. 

constellation likely 
spending a lot of time there, looking at the cluster 
of galaxies known as the Virgo Cluster. All old, it 
has possibly 2,000 member galaxies, and is the 

The First Point of Libra is located in this constellation.   

What is the "First Point of Libra"? Why is it in 
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Russ Boatwright & Doug Brown (FWAS) 

Lake Whitney State Park - May 19, 2007 - poor see
The Annetta South Star Site Away Team 
headed down to Lake Whitney for their 
annual Stars & Guitars festiva . We brought 
along 20" Mr. T as part of the 'Stars' half of 
this doubleheader, so fortunately, no one 
asked us to sing. That might have worn out 
our welcome real fast. They did have some 
great acts, however. I understand that 
some of the performers played both kinds 
of music; country and western. 

But the Team couldn't allow ourselves to 
stracted from ton ght's mission, so we 

left the tunes and headed over for a power 
th FWASer Dave tus at the 

Colorado Street Grill, in downtown Whitney. This place is a 4 or 5 star eatery hidden in this 
small burg. All were impressed w th the gastronomical delights. But the topic soon turned to 
hopes for a clear night for a change. Reports had drifted back, like bad news from the front, of a 
less than stellar TSP recently. Clear Sky C ock predictions for tonight offered some hope, but 
more along the coin flip variety. The clouds w ll stake out a front pretty much along the trail of I
35. East of this highway, it looked clear al the way to Alabama. But the shoulder on the south 
bound lanes would be socked in. We had to ask ourselves f we felt lucky. Of course we d d. We 
reminded ourselves of how much we were due a good night for astronomy to the point of 
sounding ke L nus convincing himself that his sincerity would force the Great Pumpk n to rise 

Tw light was falling when Mr. T reached skyward. And a good crowd was on hand. The concert 
goers, along w th a vacationing church group swelled the ranks of gazers. 3RF's John Pogue 
had brought a good group from Grand Prairie, also, along w th a number of telescopes. So, we 
had perhaps a dozen scopes to serve a crowd that swe ed to over 200. 

The skies were iffy, but we had an ace in the hole. Tonight's shock and awe feature was Venus 
almost kissing a young moon in the west. It was at a good, low observing angle (reducing 
ladder climb ng) and the c ouds weren't interested in that sky spot, so the line quickly formed. 
The 2 bodies were less than 2 degrees apart, but we cou dn't engage them in the same FOV. 
No matter, it quickly became obvious that most of our guests had never viewed through a 
telescope before, and were very taken by the moon through Mr. T. And Saturn as we  later on. 
Even through c ouds, the ringed p anet awed. Doug mentioned that this was the worst he's ever 
seen it but folks were still so astounded that they were gushing in the r praise and thanked us 

y. This was a great crowd, waiting patiently in lines sometimes 50 deep for a brief 
glimpse of the heavens. We enjoy fielding questions from them as they wa t, which run from the 
cost of Mr. T to our opinions of cosmology particulars. There are some very bright young people 
out there, as well as a number of adults who must have been playing hooky on school days 
when the solar system was taught. 

The cloud cover grew worse around 10:30 or so, and thinned the crowd. From that point 
forward, it was hit or miss on targets in a bare patch of sky. We had installed Mr. T's Sky 
Commander to help locate some of the Herschel objects if the opportun ty arose, but we never 
even got the chance to find some guide stars for it. Not that we had the time to surf for some 
new things w th all the folks needing to see the Moon and Saturn first. Jupiter also made a late 
appearance, boiling low on the horizon ke a highway mirage on a summer day, fighting 
through the clouds. But, if this was your first look at old Jove, then I imagine it looked just fine. 

As usual, Dave T tus drew a good crowd of youngsters to h s 10" Newt to hear his solar system 
primer. At some point, we need to get him a model of Saturn floating in a bathtub. The kids can 
really relate to that particu ar examp He also has a number of interesting astronomy 
experiments that were provided by NASA for youth education. P us, his drive p atform for h
scope has really helped his game. He can do more now w th just two hands, since he no onger 
has to worry as much about target drift. 

Now, if we can ever find some clear skies, we'll be in business. By recent standards, this was a 
fair night, but that is not saying much. We did manage to dial in a few DSOs; M104, M65&66, 
M4, M51, M108, and M97 being among them. We've seen all much better before but were 

r brief appearance to the curious among the crowd. Even a bad n ght can spark 
interest in astronomy, we guess. One Dad told us thanks for this demonstration, and that a 
telescope was probably in the families near future. Venus, the Moon and Saturn had worked 

c on his young sons as they waited patiently n line for one last peek through Mr. T. 
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Notes About Images 

compressed to a 96 dpi 
resolution.  They make you 
want to blink, don’t they?

would like

and I will send it to you.  

The Fine Print 

Observing Site Reminders 

All members … 
Be careful w

Put equipment back neatly when finished 
Leave a log note if there is a club equipment 

Trustee to let them know 
Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly – do NOT lock; 
thermostat alone. 

Turn out your headlights at the gate! 

Last person out, please … 

Make sure nothing is left out 
Chain the gate when departing site 

Concrete telescope pads & power
Clubhouse, restroom, picnic & camping.  

Fire Ban is Still in Effect 

FWAS Contact information  http://www.fortworthastro.com 
Officers
            Trista Oppermann Bowden                 prezzident@fortworthastro.com
            John Dowell – Vice President                                   vicepres@fortworthastro.com
            Harry Bearman – Secretary Treasurer                       secretary@fortworthastro.com 
Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the UNT Health Science Center 

– Research & Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bow e Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and 
visitors are always welcome.  Trista Oppermann Bowden) 

Web Site – http://www.fortworthastro.com 
E-Group (members only – Post messages to the group by sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any 

message sent to fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members on the list. 
Send a blank e-mail to fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Include your real name. 

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activit es should be addressed to FWAS’ Public Outreach 
Coordinator at fwasoutreach@yahoo.com

Prime Focus The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, 
 about anything you would 

editor@fortworthastro.com (Dean Crabtree) 
FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students (half-price Jan 1 thru June 30); checks 

payable to Ft. Worth Astronomical Society payments can be mailed to 3812 Fenton Ave. Fort 
76133, or in-person at the next indoor meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 

(Harry Bearman) 
Discount Subscriptions Available Sky & Telescope , and Astronomy (1 year for $34.00; 2 

years for $60.00). A Sky & Telescope subscription through FWAS entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at SkyTel’s on-line store.  (Harry Bearman) 

Astronomical League Membership Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in the Astronomical 
League. This makes you eligible for various observing certificates and you get their quarterly 

The Reflector. Observing clubs:  http://www.astroleague.org observing.html
liaison is Tres Ross) 

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History  See the Museum’s website for schedules of exhibits and 
show times:  http://www.fwmsh.org/home/index.html  (Linda Krouse) 

A time will come when men will stretch out their eyes. 
They should see planets like our Earth. 

- Christopher Wren 
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